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I was sitting in my 
neighborhood Mc-
Donalds when a 
campus police car 
from Liberty Eylau 
ISD passed by on 
his way to work 
and I thought to 
my self how sad 
it is today that a 
hired police de-
partment is nec-
essary to maintain 
a certain level of 

safety in our schools.  I can remember my 
days at Hooks ISD when there was only one 
law enforcer in the entire town much less a 
force dedicated only to the school district.  
My how things have changed.  What this also 
brings to mind is the importance of the ath-
letic programs in our schools.  I often hear 
how crazy it is to spend the money it takes to 
maintain a competitive athletic department.  I 
can only wonder what the discipline problems 
would be like at most schools if there were no 
athletics.  It seems to be the final frontier of 
internal discipline.  
During my years in the coaching profession I 
observed the continuous need that kids have 
to be disciplined.  You see it is my belief that 
we are infused at birth with the need to de-
sire, and to have discipline applied.  Mothers 
and fathers, for some odd reason, seem to be 
soft in the discipline department.  We seem 
to think that being strict on our children will 
cause them not to like us.  Well let me tell you, 
nothing could be farther from the truth.  Kids 
demand to be disciplined and will actually 
love you more over time.  There is a point in 
life where discipline seems to be mean and 
harsh.  Then comes the day that discipline 
is fully understood and appreciated.  This is 
where the athletic concept begins to ring loud 
and clear.
The question is then asked, “Why do we put so 
much faith in the athletic experience, or why 
do we play sports?”  The first reason would be 
to build your strength physically and mental-
ly, “healthy body, healthy mind.”  To build your 
character, Always give 100%.  To learn to pick 
and choose your battles wisely.  Know when 
to fight and when to walk away.  To make 
friends.  To learn how to be a team player.  To 
learn that it takes more than just one person 
to make a team or family, and no one wins 
alone.  To learn to accept criticism and profit 
from it.  To learn to recognize your strengths 
and weaknesses and to be willing to work on 
them.  To learn how to be gracious in both 
victory and defeat.  To learn to respect other 
peoples opinions, whether you agree or not.  

To learn to work and fight for what you be-
lieve in.  To gain self-confidence for what you 
have accomplished.  To learn to set goals for 
yourself, no matter how high.  To appreciate 
the fact that your Source blessed you with a 
body capable of playing.  To understand that 
no one is perfect.  Learn from your mistakes, 
but do not dwell on them.  To learn to budget 
your time.  Work comes first, play second.  To 
know that no matter how well or how poorly 
you play, you are loved.  Sports do not define 
people, people define sports.
One of the most popular philosophies is to 
value sports because it builds character.  
Those who subscribe to this philosophy offer 
many reasons for the character-building qual-
ities of sport, ranging from fostering the de-
velopment of social skills such as teamwork, 
cooperation and leadership to teaching per-
sonal skills such as self-discipline, work ethic 
and coping with disappointment.
The bottom line is that discipline works and 
self-discipline usually comes from someone 
that is also self-disciplined.  Actions create 
reactions and thus the learning experience.  I 
am not sure that our society will ever revert 
back to the old school way of living but I can 
only hope that it does in some form or fash-
ion. The jails are full of undisciplined citizens 
that could have avoided the situation had 
someone been there to deliver the lessons 
of how to conduct yourself properly.  I would 
love to know the ratio of athlete to non ath-
lete that are in the jail cells.  
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The Genoa-Central athletic department has 
been growing over the past few years. Now  
they have something even more to be very 
proud of.The Dragons have logged a couple of firsts when it 
comes to yesterday’s National Signing Day. This is the day that 
high school seniors across the country sign letters of intent to 
continue to play sports in colleges and universities.

Genoa’s Samuel Mason became the first Dragon football player 
to sign to play the sport at the college level. The football pro-
gram at Genoa is just a few years old and Mason becomes the 
very first football player to sign as he committed to Henderson 
State in Arkansas.

Also, Genoa baseball star Austin Cutchall has become the first 
person anywhere to sign to play baseball at the new Texas 
A&M-Texarkana baseball team.

Congratulations to both of these student athletes at Ge-
noa-Central, and good luck in college!

GENOA
PLAYERS SIGN
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As you may recall in one of my previous articles, I discussed how hard it is on our bodies to live a sedentary lifestyle. Inactiv-
ity is detrimental to your health. A study by Dr Michael Kessler with Doctors Health Press tries to explain why this happens. 
As human beings, sometimes if we know “why something happens” then that can push us in the right direction to change our 
bad habits. 

How many of us sit too much; watching tv, working on the computer, reading, etc.? 
Our bodies are designed to perform specific functions. Our metabolism is based on supplying energy to your cells, organs, 
and muscles to carry out various responsibilities. Sitting still, however, hampers these processes. 

When you sit down, your muscles aren’t contracting and your metabolism basically enters a holding period, because you re-
quire very little energy. The muscles in your legs and core aren’t being used to keep you upright, your arms aren’t overly active 
(or grabbing at much aside from the remote or the keyboard)—your body is basically doing nothing at all. Other than perform-
ing basic pulmonary and cardiovascular functions, there really isn’t much going on. 

Because the energy you consume (calories) isn’t really being put to use and your metabolism is at a standstill; it is often 
stored as fat. If your muscles aren’t contracting at all, they require zero energy. All of this can contribute to a larger waistline. 
Furthermore, because your heart is performing little more than the bare minimum of functions—as if you were sleeping—it can 
also become weaker and more susceptible to trauma, such as a heart attack. 

A 2010 study by Dr Kessler “indicated that the more time a person spends watching television, the greater likelihood they are 
to die from not only heart disease but nearly any other cause, too. Compared to people who watched two hours of television 
or less per day, people who watched four hours or more were 80% more likely to die from heart disease and 46% more likely 
to die from any other cause. Each additional hour increased the risk of death from heart disease by 18% and overall death by 
11%!” 

Sitting too long has been linked to people having higher levels of cholesterol, blood sugar, and triglycerides. Likely, these 
substances are not being absorbed and shuttled around the body, instead just sitting there, doing virtually nothing. Obesity is 
rampant in the US, affecting all ages. As we consume glucose, we release double the amounts of insulin as we did 30 years 
ago as our bodies just react differently than before. 

Though activity certainly helps, exercising for a few hours per week is not enough to combat the effects of a sedentary 
lifestyle such as sitting. Your body is designed for more activity and clearly has problems when it’s left inactive for extended 
periods. To offset the impacts of sitting still, you need to get up regularly, for maybe a few minutes every hour, contracting and 
using your muscles. 
Your life depends on it! 

So let’s all get up out of our chairs and move around.
 Remember, ACTIVITY STIMULATES THE REPAIR OF THE BODY NATURURLLY. 

La Vida Es Bueno Hoy. Life is good today.

Dr Oma M Alford

SEDENTARY LIFESTYLES
MAY BE KILLING US
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ROBOTICS
A PROGRAM FOR SUCCESS

IN THIS DAY AND AGE, 
TECHNOLOGY IS THE 
DRIVING FORCE BEHIND 
MANY ECONOMIES.

There was a time when an air conditioning unit going 
out in the middle of summer or a heater malfunction-
ing in the dead of winter was deemed an emergency. No 
longer is that the case as a cell phone tower being out 
of range or a weak wireless signal can send consumers 
into a crazed frenzy that pales in comparison to any dis-
comfort experienced when a central heat and air system 
is out of commission.

This insatiable desire to access information is changing 
not only the way the world does business, but it also 
alters the classes that are being offered in educational 
institutions, and it challenges conventional ways that 
are being used to teach students. New Boston Middle 
School made a commitment last year to offer a pilot pro-
gram targeting one aspect of this technology, and the 
administration selected Jil Hensley to teach Robotics to 
7th and 8th grade students. According to Mrs. Hensley, 
it has been a learning experience for both teacher and 
students as they have immersed themselves into un-
chartered territory.

The administration and teachers decided that they 
would target students who were adept at math and sci-
ence, selecting those with exceptional scores, and those 
with a sincere desire to be in the program. The teachers 
reasoned that intelligence alone would not be enough 
as the thirst for knowledge and problem solving would 
often trump whatever talents they possessed. When the 
classes were set and the students enrolled, Mrs. Hens-
ley ended up with ten students in the 7th Grade Program 
and twelve in the 8th Grade Program. Team dynamics 
turned out to be a challenge as well, as the students 
came from varied backgrounds and different interests. 
The only thing uniting them would be their interest in 

Robotics. Limited to just four members on each 
team, they rely heavily on one another for each to 
carry their share of the load.

What prompted the interview for The Competitive 
Edge Magazine was when we realized that she 
had two teams going

to State Competition on 2 May 2015 in Duncan-
ville, TX. The 8th Grade Team that will be going 
is comprised of Evan Barron, Alexa Hartline, Jack 
McCool and Mason Reid. Annabella Arrington, 
Samuel Martin, McKenzie Mitchell and Jacob 
Sanders make up the members of the 7th Grade 
Team. They will be competing against other teams 
from around

the state in a “Food Frenzy” themed competition. 
The teams build and program a robot, either a LEGO 
NXT or a LEGO EV3, that will “put up fertilizer tow-
ers, lay irrigation ditches, plant food pods, harvest 
the crop and store the commodities in a barn”. Lis-
tening to Mrs. Hensley explain it for the first time 
was confusing to a certain degree because these 
types of classes or competitions were not offered 
in any curriculum that I ever undertook. Having 
her pull up a video on YouTube was enlightening 
as well as fascinating, because it is then that you 
realize the task that these students are asked to 
perform. It is nothing short of a miracle that they 
can get their robots to perform the tasks that they 
are required to do. Yet not only do they get it done, 
they accomplish the task without the aid of their 
instructor. Hours of research and development are 
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invested by the students in their robots, 
because in the competitions, if some-
thing goes awry with their machine, they 
must fix it. They are responsible for diag-
nosing, repairing and programming their 
robots. The teachers are not allowed to 
assist their students while they are in the 
competition arena. Yet just as with any 
competition, there are parameters, time 
limits and a scoring system. The teams 
must perform these tasks with a robot 
that is no bigger than 12” high, 12” wide 
and 12”deep. Their playing is field is 4’ by 
4’, and they have two minutes to accom-
plish their tasks. Mrs. Hensley states 
that all of the tasks are very difficult to 
complete, so they strategize on which 
ones earn the most points, and they ac-
complish those first.

Congratulations to Coach Hensley and 
her assistant Gail Higgins as they have 
managed to guide their teams to the 
State Competition in only their first year 
of existence. We wish them all of the best 
as they prepare for the match, and in the 
future, as they guide this program so that 
other students may benefit as well.

Jil is married to Neilan Hensley, and 
they have three children, Nicole, Audrey 
and Colton as well as one grandchild Ri-
ley. They attend Tapp United Methodist 
Church in New Boston, TX.
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Conversations about the importance of fathers usually revolve 
around sons: how boys benefit from having a positive male role 
model, a consistent disciplinarian, and a high-energy roughhous-
ing partner on their way to pursuing career and family success in 
adulthood. But as recent research shows, fathers also affect the 
lives of their young adult daughters in intriguing and occasional-
ly surprising ways.

In exploring this area, uppermost on the minds of many is a 
young woman’s academic and vocational path how her relation-
ship with her father influences her academic performance and, 
as a consequence, her career success and financial well-being. 
As you might guess, daughters whose fathers have been actively 
engaged throughout childhood in promoting their academic or 
athletic achievements and encouraging their self-reliance and 
assertiveness are more likely to graduate from college and to 
enter the higher paying, more demanding jobs traditionally held 
by males. This helps explain why girls who have no brothers 
are overly represented among the world’s political leaders: they 
tend to receive more encouragement from their fathers to be 
high achievers. Even college and professional female athletes 
often credit their fathers for helping them to become tenacious, 
self-disciplined, ambitious, and successful.

I would like to introduce you to my two daughters Lindsey 
Pilgreen and Kristin Spencer.  Being the publisher of The Com-
petitive Edge Magazine I am taking the liberty to outwardly brag 
on my two wonderful daughters.  To be perfectly honest it is 
because of these two awesome girls that I began to explore the 

idea of a magazine of nothing but positive and uplifting stories 
and events.  I do realize that negative sells, when it comes to 
most publications, but I have never been one to follow the beaten 
trail on anything.  As a matter of fact, if I see 100 people traveling 
north I immediately want to go south.  I distinctly remember a 
conversation I had with a friend about how different my two girls 
were and he was somewhat argumentative about how this could 
be.  He said that kids being raised in the same house and under 
the same conditions shouldn’t end up that different.  I was a bit 
taken back by this remark because he had two children himself 
and I could immediately see the difference in his two.   Children 
have many different physical and mental challenges that they 
deal with on a daily if not hourly basis.  Envy, jealousy, trust 
and anger issues all work in part on the minds of young people 
and must be recognized and dealt with by both the mother and 
father.  Along with these challenges you must also deal with the 
parents feelings of who is getting the blame and who is overly 
giving in to the wishes of the children.  It is often necessary to 
play the good cop role while the other plays the bad cop.  If you 
want to keep the peace between the parents you must also be 
willing to switch the rolls on occasion.       

An emerging body of research suggests one more way that dads 
may shape their daughters’ mental health and relationships in 
adulthood: scholars have found an intriguing link between the 
way daughters deal with stress as adults and the kind of relation-
ships they had with their dads during childhood. For example, 
undergraduate women who did not have good relationships with 
their fathers had lower than normal cortisol levels. And people 

FATHERS & DAUGHTERS
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reactive when confronted with stress. Indeed, the low cortisol 
daughters were more likely than the higher cortisol daughters 
(who had the better relationships with their dads) to describe 
their relationships with men in stressful terms of rejection, 
unpredictability or coercion.  For those not familiar with cortisol, 
the level of this hormone is altered by stress.  The presence of 
corgisol levels will indicate who is handling stress more efficient-
ly.  

My wife and I were both in the teaching/coaching profession 
when our daughters were born.  We were both very active in 
summer league softball a well as other sporting events.  This 
competitive interest exposed our two girls almost weekly if not 
daily.  I feel that exposure was an early influence on creating the 
attitudes they possess today....COMPETITIVE!  Because of the 
language at home and on 
the field of play they natu-
rally gravitated toward the 
concept of preparing yourself 
to win.  They witnessed the 
disgust and the anger of 
getting defeated.  They heard 
all the planning on what 
could be changed to create 
a victory.  They listened to 
the motivational pep talks 
and were present at the 
practice sessions.  They may 
have not been completely 
immersed in the activities 
but were absorbing bits and 
pieces of everything that was 
unfolding.  What I feel they 
captured mostly was the principal that serves you in every phase 
of life......DO NOT QUIT.  Never, never,NEVER give up or give in.  

With both girls having their own attitudes and different person-
alities you begin to appreciate the differences and must take a 
different approach from a coaching aspect.  For instance my old-
er daughter Lindsey had, and still has, a no nonsense hard core 
competitor attitude, who has no need for someone that will not 
focus on the game.  She is a natural born leader that would lead 
by example on the court or field.  Her focus was that of an infan-
try soldier leading a assault team through the jungle.  She meant 
business and everyone better be on task or you would certainly 
here about it.  She lead by example putting her heart and soul 
into every play be it offense or defense.  I will never forget sitting 
beside a father of the opposition team watching Lindsey pull her 
team mates together in a time out huddle lowly stating....THEY 
BETTER NOT BEAT US!!!  The father of the opposing team look 
at me and stated, “We have had it now!” 

Kristin was a natural born leader and would use a different 
approach when dealing with her teammates.  She has such a 
kind heart and truly feels the hearts of others.  She will always 
take the side of the underdog trying to get them to contribute 
in some positive way.  She suffered defeat at Baylor University 
because she was the only freshman that was recruited the year 
she enrolled.  A great setter was ahead of her on the volleyball 
team as a sophomore and she had very little probability of taking 

her place.  After two years of limited play and a coach that was 
not inspiring, she decided that she had all she could stand.  We 
had several long talks and I made it clear that getting out of the 
sport was not an option.  You see quitting has a beginning and 
end.  Once you start it will haunt you for the rest of your life.  Kik 
finally decided to lift her head and move on to another college 
which made dad really proud.  She moved her mind heart and 
soul to North Texas State University and became an instant suc-
cess   She set record after record as a setter for the Lady Eagles 
volleyball team and had the time of her life.  I can’t tell you how 
proud that I was of her decision to NEVER QUIT.  

To conclude I must admit that God sent me these two wonderful 
girls to keep my spirit alive.  They have been perfect in my eyes 
and watching them raise their family has been nothing short of 
amazing.  They both married awesome men, Gregg Pilgreen and 

Cody Spencer and  are 
enjoying the American 
dream right here in Tex-
arkana.  These girls have 
made my life complete.  
Thank you Lindsey and 
Kristin for your perfor-
mance on the stage of life.  

 

Life changes. Your insurance 
agent can help you stay in step.
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3415 New Boston Rd.
Texarkana
kesler@allstate.com

Jeff Kesler
(903) 831-3866

Let me help you get the protection you need.
Whether you’ve had a baby and bought a new car, or now have a 
teenager on the road, your insurance should keep up with your life. 
Call today for a free review to help you decide what protection is 
right for you.

Insurance subject to availability and qualifications. Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co. Northbrook, Illinois © 2009 Allstate 
Insurance Co.
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THS Annie Tarwater Signs
with Tyler Jr College

THS Baylee McBride Ouachita
Baptist University

Dale Williamson signs
with South Dakota 

Austin Cutchall  Geona Central signs
Texas A&M TXK Baseball

Chanell Hayes signs with Stephen F.
Austin State University.

THS Garrett May signs with
Baylor University
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THS Jarion Anderson signs
with Tulsa football

THS Jordan Small signs with
Bethel University

THS Tennis Kirsten Weber
signs with Austin College

THS Javon Thomas signs with
Tulsa Football

THS K J Reid signs with 
Arkansas Tech University

THS Will Brown signs
with Liberty University
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By Roger Sheppard
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TO CHEER
or NOT TO CHEER



By Roger Sheppard

TO CHEER
or NOT TO CHEER

When looking at the UIL plans for the 2015-16 season I dis-
covered that they were taking a well needed step to make 
cheer-leading  a sanctioned activity.  From the beginning 
of time cheer leading has been considered a support roll 
to the boys athletics and over time has evolved to include 
girls sports also.  There has forever been a disagreement 
that whether cheer-leading and dance were considered a 
sport or deserved to be in the department of competition.  
Being in the middle of competitive sports for more years 
than I want to admit I have witnessed both sides of the 
argument.  I have seen some pretty hateful conversations 
directed toward the support groups of athletics from stone 
headed people that possessed a greater than thou attitude.  
I for one have always appreciated the support groups that 
were there to encourage  winning spirit and have considered 
them  an important part of the total competitive experience.  

I think the decision made by the UIL comes from the growth 
of the commercial aspect of cheer and dance. 

 This movement usually happens in larger populated areas 
and can be seen in full tilt in towns like Frisco, Plano and 
Garland.  When looking at the multi-million dollar buildings 
dedicated to the training of cheerleaders and dancers you 
begin to understand the shift in attitude.  You see, the all 
mighty dollar will bring things into action and what was well 
deserved 50 years ago suddenly becomes a reality in this 
community.  For example you can see buildings being oc-
cupied by competitive cheer and dance businesses in the 
Texarkana area.  The private side of this equation has trans-
formed the attitude of support to an attitude of competi-
tion.  The once support roll is now a stand alone activity that 
works in conjunction with all athletics.  In other words there 
are two games going on Friday night and both are exciting 
and fun to watch.  

With competition being focus of this magazine I felt it nec-
essary to begin looking into what motivated girls to be 
cheerleaders.  For our first interview we visited with Court-
ney Waldrep and her group of senior cheerleaders at Texas 
High School.  In a round table discussion I discovered a few 
things that sounded very similar to interviewing athletes.  It 
was unanimous that they were all there for the same rea-
son.  They loved the excitement and the challenge of put-
ting on a quality show of their skills and routines.  I was im-
pressed by the passion that jumped from their faces when 
answering the questions that I asked.  The girls that make 
up the seniors of the cheer squad is Autumn Jester, Maggie 
Coleman, Caroline White, and Rachael White.

I first asked Autumn  what really made her want to be a 
cheerleader and she replied, “I must say that being a cheer-
leader has been a very positive part of my school life.  I en-
joy being in front of a crowd and love the spirit that comes 
from being in a group that virtually lives together.  Working 
hard on skills and routines puts us in the arena of compe-
tition and we have worked very hard to be the best squad 
in the area.  I look at the experience as a lesson of life in 
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working with the community and being at many special events to help out”.  
This is a revelation that I wasn’t aware of.  I had no idea how much time was 
spent by these girls in the community doing many activities to help their 
fellow citizens. 

I then asked Maggie what she considered her most positive thing she re-
ceived in being involved in cheer leading and she said, “I believe that the 
ability to work with people less fortunate was a very big lesson for me.  We 
served food at the community centers and worked many events that needed 
support. Just the ability to be a leader and to have an impact on someone’s 
life is rewarding enough.  The excitement of a football game and cheering 
at all the other sports has been very rewarding.  Our squad not only cheers 
at football games but also makes an appearance at the basketball games, 
soccer games, and swim meets.  This includes both boys and girl sports”.  
Just the time spent alone is an impressive aspect of this sport.

Looking at Caroline I noticed a feature that I recognize in observing posture.  
She seemed to be somewhat reserved and was not the “in your face” type 
the others were.  I asked her what cheer leading had accomplished for her 
in her personal life and she responded,  “My experience as a cheerleader 
has brought me out of my shell somewhat and has been a very positive 
part of my life.  Being in front of the crowd and experiencing the excitement 
of the games have been just awesome.  I am encouraged to continue my 
experience by trying out for the University of Arkansas cheer squad.  Being 
involved with a group that are as close as we are is hard to beat.” 

Rachael had very similar comments stating the she too was going to try out 
at the University of Arkansas.  She also agreed that what she had obtained 
from being a cheerleader was a valuable asset.  Learning to work with peo-
ple on routines and task has been very helpful.  Just learning to get along 
with others can be very useful when getting out into the real world. 

All of the girls were involved in competitive cheer in 
the private world.  They all attended dance and cheer 
classes and were all a part of a traveling competition 
team.  The attitudes and the spirit displayed by these 
seniors left me with the impression that we will be in 
good hands in the future.  Leadership is something 
that is built from the ground up and this foundation 
seems to me to be sturdy.  I am proud to live in a com-
munity that supports the cheer and dance concept 
and look forward to following the careers of these 
wonderful girls.  It is quite a moment to turn on the 
television and see one of your own cheering on the col-
lege level.  I am very glad that UIL has recognized the 
importance of cheer leading as a competitive addition 
to their list of events.  Thank you Courtney Waldrep for 
your dedication to what you do and we at the Compet-
itive Edge Magazine look forward to many more cheer-
ful moments on the field of competition.   
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Since my childhood, I’ve always dreamed of going to the Super 
Bowl. That’s not an uncommon goal for a sports fan or even a non-
sports fan for that matter.

Well, that dream of mine still continues, though I scored an amaz-
ing consolation prize thanks to being in the right place at the right 
time.

After leaving the Ark-La-Tex in 2013, I took a job hosting an drive-
time sports/talk show in Tucson, Arizona, which (conveniently) 
sits 100 miles south of the site of Super Bowl 49. 

No ticket to the game, but a spot on the famed Super Bowl Radio 
Row awaited me the week leading up to the big game. My little 
show, elbow-to-elbow with guys like Jim Rome, Dan Patrick, Chris 
‘Mad Dog’ Russo among hundreds of others.

The NFL has the market cornered on making sport a spectacle. 
Nothing highlights the power of the shield more than the week 
leading up to the league’s championship game. The weekend be-
fore we started doing the show live from downtown Phoenix, I took 
some time to go to the NFL’s Fan Fest. Three levels and hundreds 
of thousands of square feet of the NFL showing itself off. You 
could take pictures with the Lombardi trophy, examine all 48 previ-
ous Super Bowl rings, take pictures inside your teams locker room 
or wearing your favorite uniform. Punt, pass and kick-type actives 
were strewn across the landscape. I even got an official NFL foot-
ball embossed with my name on it (and yes, I checked the PSI).

For the first time in it’s history, both Super Bowl media day and ra-
dio row were open to the public, who could buy tickets to be a part 
of the action. The mid-week media was an absolute circus, some 
guys like my old college friend Rob Gronkowski lapped it up while 
guys like Marshawn Lynch said volumes using very few (repeated) 
words.

Radio row itself was almost a homecoming for the who’s who in 
the NFL. Watching guys like Eric Dickerson and Barry Sanders 
trade war stores was absolutely incredible. You could look in any 
direction, in any moment and see a reunion just like that taking 
place. And the grind is amazing, the athletes and celebrities that 
come down to the event go through dozens of interviews pushing 
whatever movie, charity, project they are supporting. I interviewed 
Mike Greenberg courtesy of Dove. Rex Ryan walking around in a 
Pizza Hut jacket. 

The way radio row was set up might remind you of a series of pens 
containing farm animals that allowed for folks to walk in-between 
pens. Dozens of radio stations broadcasting to dozens of locales, 
one after the other, surrounded by thousands of spectators. It 
wasn’t unusual to see a rather large crowd huddled in one area. 
What draws a crowd? Joe Montana talking to Jim Rome.

My favorite part? Easy. I got to talk to such a wide variety of people 
about a range of subjects. Mike Golic’s wife dropped by, talking 
safety, Ray Lucas and Vance Johnson talking about the horrors 
of post-career drug addiction, AnnaLynne McCord, popular thanks 
to TV’s ‘Nip/Tuck’ and ‘Dallas’ promoted her anti-domestic abuse 
campaign. Chester Pitts told me that before his 10 years in the 
NFL, his main love was physics. Seriously. Physics. The way he 
could move his feet based on his size DEFIED physics. Guys like 
Greenberg and Herm Edwards were amazing, but, like they say, va-
riety is the spice of life. And Radio Row provides more variety than 
thought possible.

There is no doubt that Super Bowl XLIX will go down as one of the 
greatest and most memorable Super Bowls of all time. But, for me, 
the most fun was had the week before.

ZACK CLARK AT
THE SUPER BOWL

17
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Millions of American children will participate in warm weather 
sports this year, from softball to soccer and swimming to cy-
cling. No matter what their sport or whether they play competi-
tively or just for fun, they will have one important thing in com-
mon: They’ll need their feet to be pain-free if they’re going to 
play their best and prevent injuries. 

“Sports play a significant role in the lives of millions of young 
athletes,” says John M. White, DPM, a podiatrist and member 
of the American Podiatric Medical Association (APMA). “Par-
ents need to be aware that sports, which require a substantial 
amount of running, turning, and contact, can translate to inju-
ries. Protecting children’s feet from injuries, and bringing them 
to a podiatrist when problems occur, can help keep kids in the 
game and make the sport more enjoyable.”

APMA offers some tips for helping protect children’s feet while 
playing warm-weather sports: 

• Protective taping of the ankles is often necessary to help pre-
vent sprains or fractures. 
• Buying a shoe designed for the specific sport your child plays 
not only improves your child’s performance in the sport, but it 
also can help protect him or her from serious foot and ankle 
injuries. APMA has given its Seal of Acceptance to select sports 
footwear, which offer quality materials and protective support. 
• Without the right sock, even the best athletic shoe won’t score 
points—on the field or off. Athletic socks should consist of a 
natural/synthetic blend, which is best at wicking away mois-
ture and minimizing foot odor. Socks should not have large 
seams that might cause blisters or irritation. Commonly played 
warm-weather sports and the risks associated with them in-
clude: 
• Basketball - Children playing basketball may be at risk for an-
kle sprains, tendinitis, and plantar fasciitis (inflammation of the 
thick band of tissue on the sole of the foot). To minimize the risk 

of foot injury, choose a shoe with a thick, stiff sole, high ankle 
support, and shock absorption. 
• Tennis - The rapid, repetitive lateral movements and shifting 
of weight required of tennis players can lead to injuries such 
as ankle sprains, plantar fasciitis,and corns or calluses. Tennis 
players will do best with a flexible-soled shoe that supports 
both sides of the foot. 
• Running - Movements required of runners include leg exten-
sion and hitting the balls of the feet with a great deal of force. 
Running can lead to shin splints, heel pain, and blisters. A good 
running shoe should offer good support and shock absorption. 
In some cases, custom orthotics may be necessary to provide 
additional support and control of foot motion. 
• Soccer - The running, jumping, and lateral movements required 
of soccer players can lead to many foot injuries, with heel pain 
and shin splints being among the most common. Soccer shoes 
should provide multiple cleats in the heel area and enough room 
for thick soccer socks. 
“Sports-related foot and ankle injuries are on the rise as more 
children participate actively in sports,” Dr. White says. “Parents 
need to be vigilant to ensure children’s feet remain healthy and 
safe. And remember—lack of complaint by a child is not a reli-
able sign that everything is fine. The bones of growing feet are 
so flexible that they can be twisted and distorted without the 
child being aware of it.”

Ensuring your child’s feet stay healthy could go a long way—
your young athlete could one day be the next LeBron James or 
Brandi Chastain. If your child participates in strenuous sports, 
monitor his or her foot health closely. If you suspect a problem, 
take your child to a podiatrist for evaluation and treatment.

John M. White, DPM is a podiatrist in Texarkana, Atlanta and Idabel. 
Call 903-792-2121 to make an appointment. Visit www.apma.org to 
learn more about foot health and care.

A PARENT’S GUIDE TO
FOOT HEALTH FOR 
ATHLETIC KIDS
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Commercials
Graphics Design
Internet Marketing

STAND OUT!
with   
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THE “ITIS” BROTHERS
In this issue I 
want to discuss 
the “itis” brothers.  
The suffix “itis” 
means the inflam-
mation of what-
ever word it fol-
lows.  So, if I have 
done something 
to make my wife 
irritated this will 
be called Hollyitis 
or the inflamma-
tion of Holly.  We 
will discuss achil-
les tendinitis and 
plantar fasciitis.  

Both conditions are problems that affect the feet.  Achilles 
tendinitis is inflammation of the achilles and plantar fas-
ciitis is inflammation of the plantar fascia.  Both of these 
conditions cause pain in the feet but the problem’s source 
is usually somewhere else.  If we go back to the example 
I gave earlier about Hollyitis, 
we realize that the manifes-
tation of the problem is Holly 
being irritated or inflamed, 
but this isn’t the actual prob-
lem.  Many times we will 
think that the area that is in-
flamed is the problem when 
it is not.  If I were to, “Let’s 
say buy a 300 pound pig and 
make it a house pet,” that 
would be enough to irritate 
any wife.  Is the wife the prob-
lem in the situation or merely 
the manifestation of the pre-
dicament?  No, It would be 
me.  So, the treatment would 
need to be aimed at the prob-
lem causing the inflamma-
tion rather than the inflamed 
area.  In other words, I need 
the treatment not my wife. 
My wife may need some an-
ti-inflammatories for this I 
find chocolate works real-
ly well. In this article I want 
to discuss how to treat and 
prevent plantar fasciitis and 
achilles tendinitis.  

Achilles tendinitis, as I men-
tioned earlier is inflammation of the achilles tendon.  The 
achilles tendon connects the gastrocnemius and soleus 
muscles to the calcaneous (heel) bone.  When the achilles 
becomes inflamed it will result in pain along the achilles 

tendon and also at the point where the achilles attaches 
to the calcaneous.  The goal of treatment is to reduce the 
inflammation of the achilles tendon.  We must first know 
what is causing the inflammation to be able to treat it.  
Many times the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, what 
we know as the calf muscles are what is causing the prob-
lems.  A muscle will react to being overstressed by tight-
ening up or developing trigger points.  This tightness in the 
calf muscle will produce increased pressure on the achilles 
tendon.  The increased pressure on the achilles will cause 
the achilles to try to tear away from the heel bone.  These 
micro tears will result in an inflammatory response called 
achilles tendinitis.  Stretching the calf is an effective treat-
ment.  This can be done in many ways, but the thing to 
remember is to stretch the calf with the knee straight and 
with the knee bent so that you stretch both the gastroc 
and soleus muscles.  Massage is also an effective treat-
ment to loosen the calf muscles.  Remember to massage 
toward the core.  You want to try to push the blood back 
toward the body.  A newer technique we use in the clinic 
to try to release trigger points is dry needling.  The effects 
of dry needling has been very impressive as a remedy for 

achilles tendintis.  We use 
an acupuncture needle 
and drive it into the area 
of the muscle in spasm or 
the trigger point.  This will 
release the trigger often 
taking the pressure off 
the achilles and allowing 
the runner to train again 
without pain.

The plantar fascia is lo-
cated along the arch of 
the foot.  The pain asso-
ciated with plantar fasci-
itis is located at the point 
where the plantar fascia 
attaches to the heel bone.  
As with achilles tendinitis 
the problem is usually in 
the calf muscles.  The 
tight calf muscles will pull 
on the heel bone which 
will put pressure on the 
plantar fascia.  The treat-
ments associated with 
achilles tendinitis are 
also effective for plantar 
fasciitis.  I also like to ei-
ther have the patient get 
an arch support or tape 

the arch to give the arch a little more support to allow it to 
heal I mentioned that strengthening the calf was import-
ant for people suffering from achilles tendinitis and this is 
also true for those with plantar fasciitis.  It is also good to 



THE “ITIS” BROTHERS
strengthen the intrinsic mus-
cles of the foot.  Strengthen-
ing the intrinsic muscles of 
the foot is as easy as taking 
a towel and putting it on the 
floor and scrunching it with 
your toes or picking up mar-
bles with your toes. As with 
the achilles issue, massage 
the calf but also massage 
along the arch to loosen the 
quadratus plantae.  This is 
one of the intrinisic muscles 
of the foot.   Icing the affect-
ed area is good as well and 
a frozen concentrate orange 
juice is great for this.  Just 
roll the arch of your foot 
over the orange juice and it 
will serve this purpose and 
then later you can drink it 
and get your vitamin C.  This 
way you really get your mon-
ey’s worth out of that orange 
juice. People often ask me 
about taking over the count-
er anti-inflammatories.  I tell 
them it is fine if the pain is 
bad enough that it is limiting 
you.  If you can cope with the 
pain without taking anti-in-
flammatories I say skip the 
meds if possible.  

I am often asked if an ath-
lete should continue to par-
ticipate in their sport if they 
have these issues.  Achilles 
tendinitis is more worrisome 
than plantar fasciitis.  The 
tendon can rupture if the 
micro-tears continue to add 
up.  A good rule of thumb is 
for the athlete try to perform 
a single leg heel raise.  If he 
or she can do this they can 
continue to run.  If the athlete cannot perform a single leg 
heel raise without undo pain it is time to cross-train, which 
is another article in and of itself. The pain associated with 
plantar fasciitis will usually stop you before you do any big 
time damage.  So let pain be your guide.  Prevention is a 
matter of strengthen and stretching your calf muscles and 
foot intrinsic muscles. 

Many times if you have a diagnosis that has “it is at the 
end of the word, look at the muscle that is pulling on that 
particular structure and you will likely find the problem.  

Strengthening and stretching are your best ways of pre-
venting the problem.  So, stay active but stay away from 
the “itis” brothers.  I hope this information is helpful.  See 
ya Russ.
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EXPERIENCE TC THROUGH THE EYES OF A STUDENT

Explore our campus and attend class in a one-on-one TC Up Close tour 
tailored to your goals and interests. Schedule your TC Up Close tour today at 

www.texarkanacollege.edu/TCupclose 
Questions? Give our recruitment team a call at 903-823-3200.
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Hunter Lee of New Boston has signed a letter of intent to play 
with The University of Central Arkansas Bears.  Hunter played 
as an offense tackle for the New Boston Lions at a size of 6’6” 
and 290 pounds.  Hunters goal was to sign with the college 
that was best suited for his talent and academics.  Hunter said, 
“I have to commit myself 100% and I am fully aware of that.  I 
want to get to a school that fits me and I will be happy to study 
and play for.  Throughout my life I have excelled at most every-
thing I have picked up, whether it be baseball,k soccer, tennis 
and paint ball.  I always study myself on how I can improve and 
nothing less than great is what I expect from myself.”

Hunter’s high school accomplishments included, All-District of-
fensive lineman 2014; state quarter-finalist 2012; state semifi-
nalist 2013.; District champions 2014; National Honor Society. 
Coach Campbell at UCA says, “Hunter possesses great lateral 
movement to be so big and also has the ability to gain more 
weight as he progresses.   

Hunter Lee
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The Run the Line Half Marathon 
kicked-off for the eight time Sunday, 
February 15, 2015.  Debbie and I have 
worked the event since it’s inception 
and for the first time the weather 
was VERY COLD.  Described by the 
organizers as fast and flat through, 
with only a few gentle hills scattered 
through the course, Texarkana’s Run 
the Line Half Marathon is a joint effort 
by the local nonprofit Partnership For 
the Pathway for walking running bik-
ing and in-line skating across the city.  
Because it straddles the state line 
between Texas and Arkansas, this is 
one of those rare running events that 
takes participants literally across two 
states over the course of the race, 
hence the event’s title, “Run The Line.”  
For this race the runners started the 
13.1-mile course in downtown Texar-
kana, at the corner of Pine Street and 
Broad Street, and ran a counter-clock-
wise loop through the city.  

After the first mile along Broad, the 
course turned left onto the Nix Creek 

Trail, which takes runners off-road 
onto the trails 10-foot wide paved 
surface.  Once on the paved trail, run-
ners then followed Nix Creek north-
ward for the next two to three miles, 
running along the tree-lined pathway 
until reaching Pinson Drive, where the 
field exits the pathway and runs back 
onto city streets.  Participants turn 
onto West 48th Street and then south 
onto Jefferson Avenue before turning 
again, west onto Arkansas Boulevard, 
which takes them on a straightaway 
toward Spring Lake Park.

At Spring Lake Park, runners followed 
the trail that took them in and around 
the circumference of the park, whose 
75 acres feature a six-field baseball 
complex, an 18-hole disc golf course 
and a five-acre concert amphitheater 
area.

Runners followed the park’s half-mile 
walking trail all the way around, exit-
ing onto South Park Road and then 
meeting up with Texas Boulevard.  Af-

ter a couple more turns, the course then took run-
ners onto Olive Street, which they followed for a 
long straightaway (plus a couple of last-mile turns) 
toward the finish line on West Broad.  

As I mentioned earlier the weather for this years 
event was very cold.  We left the house on our way 
to the race it was 37 degrees.  Upon arriving the 
mercury had dropped to 33 degrees and with a 
ten mile per hour wind.  We were very happy to be 
cooking for the event which allowed us to stand 
close to a fire. 

The Competitive Edge Magazine applaud John 
and Julie Ray Harrison for their over the top efforts 
along with all the volunteers that make this event 
possible every year.  The exemplify the Competi-
tive Edge.

In looking at the results for this years race the 
Female Division was made up of the overall first 
place finisher Sarah Deller, running in the 30-35 
age division, with a time of 1:27:37.120.  In the 
female age divisions, 12-19 division Carolyn Hoyt, 
finished first with a time of 1:52:22.390.  20-24 
division, Shelby Sparkman, 1:55:58.513.  25-29 di-
vision, Kasey Coggin, 1:40:06.113.  30-34division 
Penny Whelchel, 1:33:42.466.  35-39 division, Day-
spring Conley, 1:34:28.086.  40-11 division, Caro-
line Saldino, 1:47:55.583.  45-49 division, Stacey 
Sewell, 1:38:10.786.  50-54 division, Laura Nan-
da, 1:44:10.216.  55-59 division, Kathy Stevens, 
1:45:01.570.  60-64 division, Stephanie Fussell, 
1:59:25.120

In the mens category the overall winner was Mark 
Ferguson with a time of 1:15:39.610 in the 40-44 
age division.  Overall Walker was James Midgett 
with a time of 2:31:55.846.  
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The age divisions winners were, 12-19 division, Sostenes 
Villafrance Shnchez, 1:38:09.193.  20-24 age division, Mat-
thew Cochran, 1:32:04.263.  25-29 age division, Julio Cas-
tillo, 1:26:58.853.  30-34 age division, Jacinto Herrera, 
1:29:55.800.  35-39 age division, Cirilo Herrera, 1:30:31.790.  
40-44 age division, Adrian Mejia, 1:31:02.570.  45-49 age 
division, Jeff Haynes, 1:27:53:423.  50-54 age division, 
Wes Volberding, 1:34:13:866.  55-59 age division,  Don Still, 
1:36:03.113.  60-64 age division, Matt Owings, 2:20:26.263.  
65-69 age division, John Hardee, 1:48:17:676.  70-74 age di-
vision, Frank Bright, 1:39:39.926.  75-79 age division, Greg 
Bourns, 3:22:12.333.   TH
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Life changes. Your insurance 
agent can help you stay in step.

84
28

2

3415 New Boston Rd.
Texarkana
kesler@allstate.com

Jeff Kesler
(903) 831-3866

Let me help you get the protection you need.
Whether you’ve had a baby and bought a new car, or now have a 
teenager on the road, your insurance should keep up with your life. 
Call today for a free review to help you decide what protection is 
right for you.

Insurance subject to availability and qualifications. Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co. Northbrook, Illinois © 2009 Allstate 
Insurance Co.
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SAM BUTLER
Cool, calm and collected is what you would expect to find 
when interviewing a young successful bowler and after 
just a few seconds I found that is was true in this case.  
Sam Butter, the son of Larry Buttler could be nick named 
“Stone Cold” Sam Buttler because of the way he han-
dled himself in the interview.  I had been hearing about 
Sam for the past few months and was excited to spend 
some time with him at College Bowl here in Texarkana.  
His demeanor was just as expected and I must say his 
confidence was shinning through.  He was very humble 
and you could tell that he has had some quality training 
from his father.  The connection that I enjoyed was that 
Larry played football for me in the early eighties at Hooks 
High School.  Larry was a driven young man with as much 
a competitive nature that you would like to control.  You 
see Larry loved bowling and 
bull riding.  As it turned out 
he injured his shoulder in 
a ride that ultimately lead 
to a shoulder replacement 
which canceled his bowl-
ing gig.  With his dreams 
diminished Larry turned to 
his son to lead and direct 
him in a way that would 
keep him from suffering the 
same fate.   

I asked Sam when did you 
begin your bowling career 
and he responded, “As soon 
as I could walk.”  Sam is 
now fourteen years old so that means he has been in the 
limelight for quite sometime. Sam did recognize that his 
dad was a big influence but also pointed to the PBA bowl-
er Chris Barnes as someone he follows.  I googled Chris 
Barnes and found out why Sam was so attracted to his 
accomplishments.  Barnes currently owns 18 career PBA 
Tour titles, ranking him in a tie for 15th all-time.  Barnes 
was the fastest player to reach $1,000.000.00 in career 
earnings, reaching that mark in 220 events, easily eclips-
ing the previous record of 253 events held by Pete Weber 
and Jason Couch.  Chris lives in Double Oak, Texas.  

When asked what his favorite venue was he responded, 
“I like all those big beautiful centers in Dallas and Fort 

Worth.  I then said that he probably liked the bright-
er lights and the frills that are at the bigger alleys 
and he quickly said, No sir, “The lanes are in better 
condition and are much tougher to bowl on.”  He 
also said, “The surfaces are made of different ma-
terials which made a lot of differences when trying 
to figure out what the ball is going to do.”  He also 
said,  “I like the mechanical functions of the new 
equipment bringing the ball back much sooner.”  I 
get irritated when the ball gets stuck or the pins will 
not like up properly causing me to break my bowl-
ing pace.  

Sam is currently in the ninth grade at Liberty Eylau 
High School supporting a straight “A” average in 

academics.  His competi-
tive nature you see works 
in all aspects of his life.  His 
drive to achieve and win is 
supported by the facts that 
you learn about Sam.  He 
is a member of the Team 
Bowlers Circuit and has fin-
ished first in two of the past 
five events he has compet-
ed in.  The TBC circuit con-
sist of several age brackets 
in which bowlers work their 
way through.  

Another feature that Sam 
possesses it that he is left 

handed.  Over the years as I have watched bowling 
it seemed that left handers always have the upper 
hand.  I am not sure why, but they are very similar 
to left handed pitchers and batters in baseball.  The 
ball just seems to do something different when a 
person is left handed.  Larry said that when he first 
watched Sam pick up a bowling ball he was very 
excited when he reached down with his left hand.  

One thing that always mystified me was the 
way bowlers could make the ball curve.  They 
would through the ball toward the gutter 
and it would turn just before it went in.  
Sam’s ball would make that curve 
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ending up every time in the pocket caus-
ing all the pins to explode.  I asked,  “Were 
you able to through that curve when you 
first started bowling?”  Sam said, “No sir, 
I started out with a plastic ball that has 
a solid center.  The balls that curve are 
created by the addition of a core that is 
slightly off set.  When you spin the ball 
off your thumb just right it will follow a 
curved path.”  I think back of all the time I 
spend trying to through a curve and now 
I know why I couldn’t.  

Sam utilizes practice four to five hours 
per week.  He bowl in a local league 
which includes adults.  He said, “I just 
love beating an adult because it is not 

the size of the man that counts, it’s 
the technique, which you should 
recognize that you don’t have to  be 
big and strong or older to develop a 
game that is successful.  It is such a 
pleasure to talk to and watch a per-
son that understands this.  Sam isn’t 
crying because he can’t beat some-
one.  He just develops his own game 
and makes it better every day.  You 
will find in life that not many will fol-
low this pathway.  Most will become 
discouraged and quit.  

Next week Sam will be traveling to 
Longview to take on some of their 
best and the next week he will be at-

tending another TBC event in Plano and 
then in Duncanville, Texas.  At the age of 
fifteen Sam will be moving to the next 
level of competition in the TBC.  

In conclusion I would like to congratulate 
Sam on his wonderful progression in the 
world of bowling.  We will keep a close 
watch on him and keep you informed of 
his upcoming success.  

Action Shots by Erin Treadway 
Photography 903-276-3466
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It is always a great time interviewing athletes that have de-
veloped an attitude of success and to watch their faces as 
they lay out their history of events  of how they got to where 
they are today.  Because of the weather this week I was able 
to catch up with two gals that take what they do in the world 
of golf very serious.  They had traveled to Golf USA to use 
the indoor simulator and training facility.  Camryn Parsons 
and Emma Edwards were there to make improvements on 
different phases of their game.  It wasn’t by chance that they 
were there though because the owner of Golf USA has the 
name Parsons also.  Camryn and Emma entered the world 
golf together in the sixth or seventeenth grade.  Being se-
niors now at Texas High School that puts them on the links 
for some six or seven years or since they were ten years old.  

Camryn said, “My dad or parents in general never tried to 
push me towards anything.  Because I was around it all the 
time it just came to me naturally.  They are very support-
ive of everything that i do.”  She said, “Dad talked me into 
talking to Coach Jay Brewer and I really liked the way he 
handled himself.  I felt instantly that I could benefit from his 
instruction and climbed aboard.”  It is connections like this 
that usually become long term situations.  It is often when 
parents push a child to do something they really don’t want 
to do that trouble and disappointment ensues.  There are 
exceptions to that rule but you don’t find it often.  

With Emma things happened somewhat different.  She said. 

“I pretty much picked up golf on my own.”  She talked about 
how her grandparents were interested in golf and played 
themselves.  They lived on a golf resort and enrolled Emma 
in a golf camp which allowed her to get a taste of what play-
ing golf was all about.  Emma was then ask about the ability 
to analyze and diagnose her own game.  She staid that she 
used several resources to improve her game.  She spoke 
highly of Coach Brewer also but also mentioned taking les-
sons every couple of months from Art Romaro at Texarkana 
Country Club.  I asked Camryn the same question and she 
mentioned taking advise and lessons from her dad and with 
Jeff Jones at his training facility.   It doesn’t take very long 
in an interview to come to the reasons of why they play so 
well.  Those that seem to excel will use all the resources 
that is available to them.  They will recognize the importance 
of professionals in the world and take advantage of every 
chance they have to make improvements in their game.      

Camryn stated that she was more interested in her aca-
demic abilities and would probably spend most of her time 
studying to become a doctor.  She would use her abilities 
in golf to pacify her private time playing golf with her father 
when she came home from college.  She had earlier made 
a four year commitment to play golf all four years in high 
school but was just more excited about the prospects of be-
ing able to help others in the medical field.  

Emma on the other hand plainly stated that she was excited 
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about playing golf in college and was taking  all the necessary 
actions to accomplish earning a scholarship and taking the 
game to the next level.  I asked Emma how many hours per 
day did she spend on practice and she quickly said anywhere 
between three and five hours per day.  They usually start-
ed their practice at 3:20 after school and would call it quits 
around 5:30 or later depending on the time the sun went down 
which could be as late as 7:00 PM,   

The day of the interview the weather was just terrible so the 
team was utilizing the simulator that Golf USA has in their 
store.  Camryn and Emma were in agreement that the simula-
tor was pretty accurate but didn’t show the whole picture on 
each shot.  They said that it was just a way to swing but very 
little could be used from the results that would compare to 
the real course.  They were both very glad to have the Texar-
kana Country Club to practice on because of its comparison 
to many of the courses they play on.  It really helps to have a 
course as great as TCC and is part of why they have been so 
successful.  

I then asked both girls if they could have one wish in the world 
of golf other than winning some major championship what 
would it be.  Both girls came to the same conclusion that 
playing Augusta would be a dream come true.  After some 
thought Emma finally  came up with the wish for a perfect 
golf swing.  I had to agree with that wish.  They then added 
the perfect putting stroke.  

Over all the interview was very pleasing being in the presence 
of two very competitive girls that had their life together and 
on their way to realizing the dreams of their lives.  I take my 
hat off to the parents of these two wonderful girls as they 
have given their children the opportunity to do something that 
would lead to some amazing moments in their lives.   
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